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Abstract 

Modern manufacturing firms have started to adopt manufacturing practices aspiring on 

improving operational effectiveness. Non value activities in the firm were eliminated by lean 

tools and techniques. Most of the industries face the challenge on tumbling the setup time and 

enabling quick changeovers. Single minute exchange of dies (SMED) is one of the lean tools to 

reduce the setup and change over times. In a manufacturing process SMED provides an 

effective path in plummeting process from running the existing product to running the next 

product. This paper aspires on dropping the setup time of a CNC machine produce auto 

components by executing SMED. SMED concepts are applied to the existing CNC chuck and 

jaws to regularize the changeovers. A complete analysis on the activities performed on the 

CNC machine is performed and value analysis is conducted to segregate the non value added 

activities. SMED tool is systematically deployed to find out the internal and external 

activities and improvement actions are being subsequently implemented. Modification were 

made to the jaws and chuck such that changeover becomes simpler.  Kaizen activities were 

also deployed along with SMED to improve the overall process efficiency. After successful 

deployment of SMED, the overall setup time was brought down to 340 seconds from 840 

seconds with cost analysis. 

 

  Keywords: SMED;Lean tools;set up time reduction; quick change over; process 

improvement 

1. Introduction 

Increasing global competitiveness and market pressure has forced the manufacturing 

organizations to adopt process improvement methodologies that help them to retain 

their market position1,2. This pressure makes them to reorient their manufacturing 

practices to increase the performance and quality and to decrease the product price and 

cycle time3,4. Also, inducing flexibility and customer satisfaction has become the core 

business needs of these organizations5. Setup take account of time needed for grounding 

of process, alternative of fixtures, location and adjustment changeovers that are required 

to be completed before the start of an operation. Setup time is the non production period   

changing last good piece of previous good piece to the succeeding run6. A larger 

amount of time and man work is being engaged in set up and changeover and is 

considered as a non value added motion in most of the manufacturing scenarios . These 

processes reduces the pace of the manufacturing activities and often results in waiting 
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which is considered as one of the most important lean wastes. Setup reduction also 

communicate other benefits such as reduced lead times, increased capacity, top 

productivity better flexibility and fewer deficiency. Decreased machine setup times will 

diminish the organization's manufacturing costs and increases the flexibility to meet 

customer demands. In tumbling the setup and changeover single minute exchange of dies 

(SMED) is one of the outstanding lean tools used in reducing the equipments setuptimes7.SMED 

has intention to a number of minutes uttered by a single digit i.e. get done setup fewer than ten 

minutes8,9. The objective of the SMED stance not all setups can be factually reduced to this time, 

between one and nine minute. Among the seven lean tools SMED is the one deployed for 

sinking waste in a manufacturing diligence10. In SMED, changeovers are made up of 

activities. Internal activity and external activity are the two types of deeds namely the 

internal activities are the set of performance that must be   completed while the 

equipment is bunged up. External activities are the set of deeds that can be ended while 

the equipment is in running position. The SMED process focuses generally on making 

as quite a lot of activities as probable external on make things easier and streamlining 

all actions. The present work focuses on deployment of SMED tool to a CNC turning 

centre of an automobile component manufacturing organization. Modifications were 

made to the existing setup in CNC chuck jaws as a part of improvement activity to 

decrease the setup time for producing a component lock ring. SMED tool was executed 

systematically and an improvement in the total changeover time was observed after 

deployment. 

2. Literature Review 

SMED techniques in a manufacturing firm those experiences a long setup times. After 

deployment, it was found that production flexibility expanded the manufacturing line was 

competent to assign widespread product mix amend. In accumulation, machine operation and 

equipment potential also augmented with the moderate setup point in time11. SMED tactic lay 

emphasis on that improvement should be hunted first and foremost by restructure changeover 

rudiments into external time. The SMED' slant does not adequately endorse a number of vital 

improvement option, predominantly those operations that needs to diminish the interval of 

existing changeover tasks or to eradicate them altogether12. The practical difficulties that are 

experienced while applying SMED in a textile industry concluded that before deployment of 

SMED, a firm should ensure that proper prerequisites  existing within the organization to 

attain hassle free deployment13. SMED technique in a high speed circuit board assembly unit 

to reduce its total set up time on modifications were made to the existing tooling and an 

estimate of about 80% reduction in total setup time was observed14. To reduce the 

changeovers that existed in a casting industry, 5S concepts were simultaneously deployed 

along with SMED methodology and significant time reduction was observed with minimal 

investments15. 

Deploying SMED perception in an average scale piston foundry in producing an 

incorporated setup reduction move towards along industrial engineering tools to accomplish 

faster setups. Tools like root cause scrutiny, Pareto analysis, and process cram have been 

used to analyze the vigorous course of action of set ups and standardization progress towards 

was used to make design amendment of existing tooling16.  In deployed SMED techniques to 

a manufacturing process and observed significant time savings with minimal outlay. More, 

the matter linked with employer protection and ergonomics moral values during die swap 

were also addressed17. A detailed review on application of SMED techniques in varied 

sectors to lessen the setup and changeover times proposed that responsiveness and flexibility 

are key support of manufacturing, which is stimulated by hassle of better product diversity 

and better eminence. These two factors play a major role in successful deployment of SMED 

concepts18.  To deploy SMED concepts to achieve operational efficiency the study was 

conducted in a chemical processing unit. After deployment of SMED, the firm was able to 

reduce its wastefulness and non value added activities and an improvement in overall sales 

volume was observed19.Accomplish a study for the better yield of the CNC machine 

progression identifying all the way through executing SMED practice and stamp out wastes 
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that existed in a manufacturing organization. Modifications were made to the existing tooling 

and improvements were observed in terms of capacity and setup time reduction20. A case 

study inveterate to save 30% annually on  to a high blend up dealing out line that 

manufactures flat glass deploying SMED changeover21. On conducting a study to lessen 

machine conversion time among different batches by using SMED techniques a study was 

progressed out in one a SIM card manufacturing industry. As a result of successful 

deployment, OEE of the firm was also improved along with reduction in total changeover 

time22. After deploying SMED to standardize process in a CNC division of a shoe mould 

manufacturing company results by shrinking inaccuracy of the machined parts performed by 

the operator. Also, other improvements like decreased material exchange time, fewer chance 

of errors during exchanges, reduced time spent fine-tuning enhanced product excellence, 

enhanced dependability with esteem to decline of dissociation supply and the flexible of the 

production method were also observed23.  

 

3. Implementation of SMED 

The swot was carry out in automobile parts manufacturing firm located at Tamil Nadu, 

India. The firm produces automotive components used in engine transmission system. The 

firm has around 5 CNC turning centres and the firm experiences production issues due to 

longer set up and changeover times in the CNC machines. The component taken for 

consideration is the lock ring. The lock ring is an automobile component manufactured in 

CNC turning centre in the company. On studying the existing procedure for manufacturing 

lock ring, the problems identified are consumption of time for preparatory process changing 

jaws by serration counting and clamping and unclamping of chuck jaws. The firm decisive in 

deploy SMED tool to minimize the setup time. SMED tool was systematically deployed and 

steps followed during the implementation are discussed as follows. 

3.1 Data Collection 

An activity report was prepared to analyse the total time spent on each activity during the 

machining of the lock ring. The analysis was mainly performed to find the time spent on 

clamping of jaws and initial setup activities. The analysis was performed on two perspectives 

namely jaw preparation and tool setting. The setting group under jaw preparation are jaws, T 

nut and Chuck. The setting group under tool setting are turret, tool, offset, machining and 

inspection. Each activity is being classified as internal and external activity. The total time 

with the existing tooling was found to be 857 seconds. An excerpt of the activity report is 

shown in Table 1. 

Table 1. Excerpt of the Activity Report 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Working description Existing time in sec 

Existing Jaws removed 175 

Jaws cleaning - Present job 30 

Jaws with “t” nut fixing -No 1 jaws 72 

Jaws with “t” nut fixing-No 2 jaws 63 

Jaws with t nut fixing- No 3jaws 70 

No 1 jaws fixing in chuck 85 

No 2 jaws fixing in chuck 96 

No 3 jaws fixing in chuck 75 

Run out checking 11 

No 1 jaws adjust two teeth and tightening 60 

Run out checking 5 

No 1 jaws tightening 25 

No 3 jaws adjust two teeth and tightening 84 

Run out checking 6 
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3.2 Implementation of  SMED  

As a part of SMED implementation, a complete design analysis of the existing tooling was 

performed to find out the possible modifications that can be brought to the tooling minimize 

the setup time. Possible design alterations were simulated and after consulting the firm’s 

design team, it was proposed to introduce a T nut in the chuck in order to induce 

standardization of work pieces. T nuts are attached to the existing chuck that enables direct 

mounting on the chuck. The T nuts are fastened with the help of Allen screw bolts that exists 

in the chuck. This tooling set up makes the chuck to fit all types of lock rings and eliminates 

the setup time required while changing the tooling for mixed model manufacturing. This set 

up eliminates the task of jaws tightening, run out checking and teeth tightening. Also the 

activities that are considered to be internal while adjusting the chuck were converted into 

external activities. Introduction of T nut stopper on jaws reduces the time spent on clamping 

and unclamping of the jaws. Figure 1 show the chuck fitted with the T nut  

 

 

Figure1. Modified chuck fitted with the T nut 

 

3.3 Observed results & discussions 

After incorporating the modifications, the operation was conducted on the CNC turning 

centre and activity report was again created for the process. Before implementing SMED, the 

time taken for executing the operation was found to be 857 seconds. After implementing 

SMED, the operation was performed and the time taken to carry out the operation was found 

to be 340 seconds. Table2 demonstrate the activity report before and after implementing 

SMED on producing a component lock ring. 

 

Table 2. Lockring activity report - before accomplishing SMED  and after 

accomplishing SMED 
 

S.

N

o 

Working Description Setting 

group 

Existi

ng 

Time 

in sec 

Existing 

Setting 

(Internal

, 

External

) 

Propo

sed 

Time 

in sec 

Proposed 

Setting 

(Internal, 

External) 

1. Existing Jaws removed Jaws 175.0 Internal 175.0 Internal 

2. Jaws cleaning – Present job 

 

Jaws 30.0 External 30.0 External 
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3. Jaws with “t” nut fixing 

(m12 bolt) -No 1 jaws 

T nut 72.0 Internal 0.0 External 

4. Jaws with “t” nut fixing 

(m12 bolt) –No 2jaws 

T nut 63.0 Internal 0.0 External 

 

 

 

 

 

5. Jaws with “t” nut fixing 

(m12 bolt) - No 3jaws 

T nut 70.0 Internal 0.0 External 

6. Number one jaws fixing in 

chuck – (serration counting) 

Jaws 85.0 Internal 40.0 External 

7. Number two jaws fixing in 

chuck – (serration counting) 

Jaws 96.0 Internal 50.0 External 

8. Number three jaws fixing in 

chuck – (serration counting) 

Jaws 75.0 Internal 35.0 External 

9. Run out checking Jaws 11.0 Internal 10.0 Internal 

10. No 1 jaws adjust two teeth 

and tightening 

Jaws 60.0 Internal 0.0 Eliminated 

11. Run out checking Jaws 5.0 Internal 0.0 Eliminated 

 

 
12. No 1 jaws tightening Jaws 25.0 Internal 0.0 Eliminated 

13. No 3 jaws adjust two teeth 

and tightening 

 

Jaws 84.0 Internal 0.0 Eliminated 

14. Run out checking 

 

Chuck 6.0 Internal 0.0 Eliminated 

15. Piece Clamping Chuck 6.0 Internal 6.0 Internal 

16. Back Stopper plug fixed Chuck 40.0 Internal 40.0 Internal 

17. Chuck Pressure gauge 

setting 

 

Chuck 55.0 External 55.0 External 

18. Program edit  25.0 External 25.0 External 

19. Piece clamping Chuck 5.0 Internal 5.0 Internal 

20. Turret indexing Turret 7.0 Internal 7.0 Internal 

21. ID Threading Insert the Tool 

holder with sleeve 

Tool 220.0 Internal 220.0 Internal 

22. Turret indexing Turret 5.0 Internal 5.0 Internal 

23. Rough Boring tool clamping Tool 175.0 Internal 175.0  Internal 

24. Turret indexing Turret 8.0 Internal 8.0  Internal 

25. Finishing boring tool 

clamping 

Tool 190.0 Internal 190.0  Internal 

26. Turret indexing Turret 16.0 Internal 16.0 Internal 

27. OD Turning tool Insert 

change (This is fixed tool) 

Tool 25.0 Internal 25.0 Internal 

28. Keys positioning Tool 22.0 External 22.0 External 

29. Turning tool offset taken and 

value input 

Offset 29.0 Internal 29.0 Internal 

30. Turning tool Dry run 

checking 

Machining 40.0 Internal 40.0 Internal 

31. Rough boring tool insert 

change 

Tool 35.0 Internal 35.0 Internal 

32. Rough Boring tool offset 

taken and value input 

Offset 50.0 External 50.0 External 

33. Rough Boring tool Dry run 

checking 

Machining 63.0 Internal 63.0 Internal 

34. Bore size checking              

(Vernier ) 

Inspection 23.0 Internal 23.0 Internal 

35. Finishing boring tool 

insert change 

Tool 17.0 Internal 17.0 Internal 
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36. Finishing Boring tool offset 

taken and value input 

Offset 75.0 Internal 75.0 Internal 

37. Finishing Boring tool Dry 

run checking 

Machining 39.0 Internal 39.0 Internal 

38. Id threading tool insert 

change 

Tool 10.0 Internal 10.0 Internal 

39. Id threading tool offset taken 

and values input 

Offset 59.0 Internal 59.0 Internal 

40. ID threading tool Dry run 

checking 

Machining 40.0 Internal 40.0 Internal 

41. Thread plug gauge 

checking 

Inspection 40.0 Internal 40.0 Internal 

42. Offset value input Offset 10.0 External 10.0 External 

43. Thread tool (re pass) Machining 26.0 Internal 26.0 Internal 

44. Thread plug gauge 

checking 

Inspection 36.0 Internal 36.0 Internal 

45. Piece removing & 

Checking 

Inspection 8.0 External 8.0 External 

46. Total size checking Inspection 110.0 External 110.0 External 

47. Offset value input to all tools Offset 30.0 External 30.0 External 

Total time taken to manufacture a lock ring in CNC 

M/c (sec) 
2396  1879  

Total Time savings per Setting = 517 Secs (or) 8.61 mins 

 

The table3 provides evaluation of operating time before and after execution of SMED tool 

on it. On discussion of results figure 2 represent comparison of jaws activity on existing and 

proposed time. For standardization of the process Pareto analysis and cost analysis were also 

done. Figure 3 entailed Pareto diagram before SMED, figure 4 represents Pareto diagram 

after SMED. The Table 4 provides cost analysis on SMED implementation based on total 

cost savings per year on modification of chuck in an automobile components manufacturing 

industry. 

 

Table3. Evaluation of Operating Time Before and After Execution of SMED Tool 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Working description Existing time in sec 

(Before 

Implementation) 

Proposed time in sec 

(After 

Implementation) 

Existing Jaws removed 175 175 

Jaws cleaning - Present job 30 30 

Jaws with “t” nut fixing -No 1 jaws 72 0 

Jaws with “t” nut fixing-No 2 jaws 63 0 

Jaws with t nut fixing- No 3jaws 70 0 

No 1 jaws fixing in chuck 85 40 

No 2 jaws fixing in chuck 96 50 

No 3 jaws fixing in chuck 75 35 

Run out checking 11 10 

No 1 jaws adjust two teeth and 

tightening 

60 0 

Run out checking 5 0 

No 1 jaws tightening 25 0 

No 3 jaws adjust two teeth and 

tightening 

84 0 

Run out checking 6 0 

Total Time for jaws setting (sec) 857 340 
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Figure 2. Comparison of Jaws Activity on Existing and Proposed Time 

 

 

 

Figure 3. Pareto Diagram before SMED
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Figure 4. Pareto Diagram after SMED 
 

 

 
Table 4. Cost Analysis on SMED Implementation 

 

4. Conclusion 

SMED (Single-Minute Exchange of Dies) is a lean contrivance deployed for diminish 

the time taken to complete tackle changeovers. The spirit of the SMED agreement is to 

convert as several changeover steps as probable to “external” and to make simpler and 
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1 Total Number of Setting per Day 3  

2 Total Number of Setting per month 26*3 78   setting 

3 Total Number of Setting per year 78*12 936 setting 

4 Total Time savings per settings   517 sec 

5 Total Time savings per year on setting time 936*517 483912 sec 

6 Total Time savings per year  483912/60 8065.2 min 
7 Total Time savings hours per year 134.4 hour 

8 Total savings shift per year  134.4 / 8 16.8 Shift 
9 Machine hour rate(Man Cost + Tool cost+ Power cost +other 

consumables) 

Rs 350/- 

10 Total cost savings per year 134.4hr *350 Rs 47,040/- 
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restructure the remaining steps. SMED serves as an essential tool to mixed model 

manufacturing lines that has quick changeovers and frequent set up modification. The 

present study discusses about the implementation of SMED tool to an automotive 

component manufacturing firm that manufactures lock rings. The activities performed 

with the existing setup was thoroughly studied and the sequences that consume more time 

for set ups and changeover were identified. A design modification by introducing a T nut 

in the existing chuck was deployed. This was developed based on the ideology of use of 

standardize function and to eliminate the operations that required fasteners. This 

modification enabled to convert the activities into external that were initially internal. 

Also, certain activities performed during the changeovers were eliminated by introducing 

this design modification. The total jaw setting time was brought down to 340 seconds 

from 857 seconds after implementing SMED that accounted about 40% time saving and 

cost saving per year of Rs 47,040.  As a result of the execution, the manufacturing firm 

experienced improvements like reduced setup time, elimination of setup errors, improved 

flexibility and operator efficiency. SMED principles were systematically deployed and 

this lead to the implementation of improvement actions that reduced the overall set up 

time. One of the limitations of this study is that the modifications made to the tooling 

setup will benefit only the products that match the current geometry of all parts 

manufactured in the firm. If the firm decides to incorporate any design modifications to 

the existing products, fewer additional modifications has to be made to the existing setup 

in order to accommodate them. In future a chuck enabled with a control unit based on 

SMED technique can be developed to create a better interface between human and 

tooling. 
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